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1 Pregame History

• Millions of years ago, a race of sentient lizards inhabited this planet. 65 million years ago, they had a split. The tech half went off
into space, where they eventually ascended (to become the Fey). The spiritual half became dragons who slowly died out (mostly).

• Hundreds of thousands of years ago, there were two sentient alien races, the Lanteans and the Greyla. The first is heavily tech-
dependant. The second is highly psionic-dependant. They fail to communicate and piss each other off. War ensues.

• Sometime about 200,000 years ago, the Lanteans found Atlantis, a flying research base on Earth, with the goal of creating
supersoldiers out of a mix of their DNA, some Greyla DNA, and monkey DNA. They succeed—their supersoldiers are physically
superior to either race, have mild talent for psionics (and magic), breed rapidly, and are stupid and easily controlled. In other
words, they created humanity. They also created a race of half-breeds to fill the role of middle managers / an officer class. In
addition, immortality nanites are developed, but only a select few of the officers / middle managers are chosen for it.

• Over the eons, some of the Greyla and Lanteans learn the secrets to ascension. The humans are biased towards Lantean morality,
so they become the angels, whereas the ascended Greyla become the demons.

• Meanwhile, in a universe far, far away, the Nibbly Wungs are fighting off Cthulhu. They work together to try to banish Cthulhu to
another universe (ours), but as Cthulhu starts coming through, the city of Atlantis is flown into the emerging Cthulhu, interrupting
the ritual, with Cthulhu trapped in between, but mostly in the Nibbly Wungs universe. This happens around 9400 BC.

• The middle managers are pretty much screwed and on their own, but they continue some of the genetic manipulation. They try
to make a spiffy version of humans using angelic/divine souls, but they never finish, due to some twisted love plot. The result is
the vampiric but benign Lilith. She is not immortal, nor can she breed, but she can make more through a ritual. The vampirism
spreads from her to form the Kin of Lilith.

• The remaining dragons (who are the shapeshifting lizard race) are slowly dying off. In the West, they are hunted down and killed,
but manage to pass on their teachings to humans, who become werewolves. In the East, dragons are more revered, leading to
humans with a bit of dragon DNA. The dragons become extinct around 300 AD, with the exception of some dragon eggs scattered
around the world plus a few (like Godzilla) who are stuck in hibernation.

• In 1314, the Knights Templar get persecuted by the Catholic Church. The memebers are excommunicated and hunted down. The
remaining few want to screw the church for betraying them, so when Vlad Tepes (Dracula) makes a deal with the demon Baphomet
for a means to keep his soul form heaven, the rest of them join in, becoming Demonic vampires (Order of the Dragon).

• The two kinds of vampires, the werewolves, and the mages all fight, tearing apart Eurasia. In 1524, the Cabal is created to stop
the fighting.

• On May 1, 1776, the Bavarian Illuminati is founded. Over the centuries, its structure changes, but eventually it consists of the
Bavarians, the Network, and the Gnomes of Zurich, each having a Tech, Magic, and Spy division. They use other organizations
as their branches, but only the leaders of each branch know that their organization is part of the Illuminati.

• In 1917, Rasputin’s experimentation with souls creates a group of elite psychics who rebel against him with the encouragement of
James Bond, who shoots Rasputin, who wants to stop him from pulling Russia out of WWI. Both of them are unaware that they
are both amnesiac Lanteans and ex-lovers. Rasputin escapes despite being repeatedly mutilated.

• In 1930, German scientists had discovered some secrets of genetics, as well as the existence of nonhumans walking amongst the
humans. In particular, they discover that the Kin of Lilith have taken over whole Jewish communities. They freak out and start
hunting the vampires. Baphomet sees an opportunity and alters a vital message, changing the hunt from hunting vampires to
hunting Jews, starting the Holocaust and the war.

• In 1944, a Greyla agent assumes the identity of JFK. The Greyla infiltrate MJ-12.
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• In 1947, Elvis (a Lantean) crashes in Roswell, New Mexico. (To humans, all pure-blooded Lanteans look like Elvis.)

• In 1957, John Lennon (a Greyla) becomes attached to humanity and wants it to have a future of its own, without being controlled
by aliens. There is a falling out between him and the rest of the Greyla, so he flees for his life.

• In 1963, Lennon kills JFK to protect humanity from Greyla control, but JFK escapes. In 1977, JFK kills Elvis for being a Lantean,
but Elvis escapes. In 1980, Elvis kills Lennon for being a Greyla, but Lennon escapes. They are all sad about the lack of incinerator
technology.

• In 1988, a White replicant crashes, looking for the rebel Elvis. He is captured and studied by the NSA.

• In 1991, the NSA shuts down the Legion of Doom in Operation Sundevil. They capture and study Lex Luthor. They use the
technology from the replicant and the cyborg Luthor to create an android.

• In 2006, the assassins (Ansar al-Islam) strike at the West, causing the Night of Blood. The Kin of Lilith use this opportunity to
seize power in the form of the UN.

• In the wake of the Night of Blood, several international organizations come together with a plan to protect humanity from various
forms of weirdshit by pooling the resources of their groups. Their new meta-group consists of 9 groups and is modelled after the
US anti-alien group, MJ-12. Hence, it is known as “International Majestic Nine” or “IMJNINE” or “Project Imagine.”

• In 2017, Project Timecube begins as a collaboration between the Yithian Cassandra Jennings and a Nazi known only as “Bob,”
who work together to study technology to predict the future.

• In 2018, the three experimental subjects being studied by the NSA (the replicant, the cyborg, and the android) escape. The NSA
tries to recreate the android using spiffier mundane tech but without alien tech samples. The result is Axel Rose.

• In 2021, Rasputin gets revenge on Psi-Co by killing off (most) of their supply of Lincoln clones which they had been planning on
using to take over the US.

• In 2023, the Nibbly Wungs, who have been fighting a losing war against Cthulhu, figure out how to send people across the rift
into this universe. They appear as small black bugs that can take over people’s brains. They set up a base on Filfla and work on
brainwashing influential people.

• In 2025, a Lincoln clone kills James Bond as part of the Russian/English rivaly. Bond escapes.

• In 2026, the Nibbly Wungs infiltrate enough of the Illuminati and Project Imagine to cause the two of them to fight each other,
each side thinking the other is taking over the world.

• In 2027, the Yithian completes the Time Cube, sees her own death, and destroys it. This screws with causality, so she survives,
but as an amnesiac.

• In 2028, the Illuminati and Project Imagine make a peace deal and send thier loyal lieutenants to the neutral territory of Filfla to
work out the details of a merger. Unfortunately for them, it is neutral territory because it is controlled by the Nibbly Wungs, who
infiltrate the lieutenants, and send them back to spread; they get discovered and are killed in the Brimstone and Greymist killings
shortly pregame. The leaders of the Illuminati and Project Imagine agree to an alliance to stop Cthulhu, but suspect that some of
their groups are infiltrated, so most of them come personally to the fight. They are losing the battle, so they call in a nuke. Game
starts.

2 Major Plots

Vaults
- Nazi—has Hitler’s brain in a jar, as well as a Nazi sub
- Templar(Draculan)—has some of the ashes of Dracula
- Greyla—has a copy of the Necronomicon, a broken ansible, and a Greyla body
- Vatican—has relgious artifacts
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- Cabal—has assorted goodies including most of the soul creation rituals, the chest of Bad Ideas containing most of the summoning
rituals, and a copy of the banishment ritual.

Each vault was found through following a trail of clues through the digs to assemble a multi-part key and find the vault itself.

Archetypes Magic-based groups are interested in causing one of their members to “Ascend” into being an Archetype (basically demi-
godhood). Doing so puts that as your primary loyalty, adding to the confusing brainwashing loyalty mix. Once you become an Archetype,
you care a lot about the signatures of the souls used to create you. This determines your starting god-points. Fighting other Archetypes
can get you a few more. You can also Bless people and help them become enlightened.

-
- Cyber/Emperor of the Internet—needs the mirror, katana, and jewel programs
- Humanity—Human Genome Project wants it because they like normal humans. (ESR (Daniel Kane))
- Magic—Thule Society wants it
- Life/Dracula—from the ashes of Dracula
- Divinity/Second Coming of Christ—from people who are descended from Christ
- Mind—for psychics (Ella Fitzgerald (Jessica Hamrick))
- Family—Lilithian Vampires (Kofi Annan (Christian Ternus))
- Nature—Werewolves (Leeroy Jenkins (Eli Stickgold), who became the Messiah)

Each archetype was the incarnation of a particular type of soul; the most powerful one at the end of game would ascend to become
the new Messiah and shape humanity in the future.

Foundation plots The universe has two axes: Law to Chaos and Mundanity to Occult. By making certain things happen (or not
happen), you can tweak the settings on these axes. Doing so will change the future according to predetermined predictions. They
roughly form a hexagon. This was basically won by the Order of the Unknown Saint and Neurocam International.

- Cabal: Mostly Weird; Some Chaos (magic more powerful)
- Order of the Unknown Saint: Mostly Mundane; Some Order (weaken the forces of Hell)
- Discordians: Mostly Chaos; Some Weird (more chaos/discord)
- Neurocam: Mostly Order; Some Mundane (more predictable and controllable)
- Communists: Equally Chaos and Mundane (bring back Communism)
- Nazis: Equally Order and Weird (bring back Nazism)

Each group wanted to shape the future; they had clues to things that would help with that, and could get more clues through the
timecube or various research.

Power Node Rituals
- Raise Atlantis or Summon Cthulhu (Violet/Orange)
- Summon Azrael or Open the Hellgate(Red)
- Emperor in Yellow/Hastur (Yellow)
- Great Mother/Shub-Niggurath(Blue)
- Steer Godzilla or Ascend to Feydom (Green)
- Banish/Free Eris or Banish any other summon (Multi)

Other odd rituals or summons—awaken Godzilla with nukes, fill the tunnels with rubber chickens (discordians), mass alchemy to
turn bedrock to gold, oil, granite, cocaine, or cabbage (here or out in the power struggle), and a series of zombie-raising rituals to build
super-zombies..

Religions—Christianity, Judaism, Islam, Neopaganism, and Other/Cultists. Wanted religious artifacts and supporters. Islam won
by using the media, walking all over Power Struggle, and proving the authenticity of The Protocols of the Elders of Zion.

UN elections—public, won by Henrietta Ducard (Kathleen Clark-Adams)

Spy/Cookie Plots—Red October, spyplane shot down and in pieces for geologists to find, ansible with various groups having pieces
and/or notebooks for the three main pieces, Keyblade in the video game tournament, stolen gold from Fort Knox, claim the Island (won
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by Hex Watson (Drew Hilliard)), Kennedy inheritance (won by Nyssa Odaire Kennedy (Sophie))

Illuminati Elections—The 9 Illuminati groups wanted to gather points in different ways according to whether they were (Bavar-
ian,Gnome,Network) or (magic/tech/spy), with the winners becoming the new leaders. The new triumvirate consists of Stewie Griffin
(Greg Echelberger) representing NASA, H. Elaine Roberts (Christina Jaworsky) representing Order of the Lambda Calculus, and Jon
A. Liszt (Jonathan Chapman) representing the Mossad/Elders of Zion (who were not originally in the Illuminati but didn’t want anyone
controlling the world without them; they replaced the Cabal, which mostly punted this plot).

Rebuilding Project Imagine—SPECTRE and SHIELD wanted to invite new (or old) groups into secure blogs to (re)start the power
structure.

Power Struggle—Ansar al-Islam/the Hashshashin walked all over things. The International Milk Processors Board (secretly the
Servants of the Great Mother) did well, too.

3 Other Mechanics

[NPC] So You Want to be a Monster [NPC] Everyone loves tentacles (small, medium, large). Especially Japanese schoolgirls and
the people on the island. Other monsters that might show up were: Zombies, Cthuloids, Minor Demons, Golems, Robotic Soldiers,
Clones.

Awakening Godzilla Godzilla is buried in the ocean near Japan in the Sea of Okhotsk. If you launched nukes into the 8x8 grid, you
would get back how close you were. If you made a direct hit, the big green guy would wake up and start destroying things, probably
starting with Tokyo. The Yakuza had an insurance scheme that used him to make them rich if he destroyed Tokyo. Once he’s awake he
could be directed of where to go using Steer Godzilla ritual.

Being a Badass People who are particularly scary in combat are badasses. This means that you can force another badass to enter the
Cinematic Combat system. Each point of damage takes off a CR until someone falls down. Useful for fighting scary monsters.

Claiming Filfla A variety of groups were interested owning the island

for a variety of reasons. Nibbly Wungs wanted to get their island back. Evil Geniuses For A Better Tomorrow, SPECTRE, Knights
of Malta each wanted a place to setup their Evil Lair. SVR and KGB want to convert it to gold. You won control by gaining Possession
points from legal points and ownership keys from Kofi Annan (Christian Ternus).

Embracing the Golden Dawn Yes, this was a Ponzi-scheme applied to souls. Eliphas Crowley (Jay Muchnij) aka. Baphomet could
take half of the discarded souls to enable him to open his gate to hell.

Finding the stolen gold A bunch of gold was stolen from Ft. Knox. The relevant gold bars have leads written on them. Once you
follow 15 leads, you get the location to send agents to grab it.

Finding Vaults The vaults could be found by following stories that were in the dig site. As you followed the story in the dig sites, you
collected tanagram keys. At the vault is a tanagram puzzle that you need to assemble the right keys (identified by a characteristic like
“simple”) and open the vault. The Nazi “angular” vault in 36-B had generic™ Nazi gold, the Spear of Destiny, the Secret of Humanity,
a broken WWII Submarine, and of course Hitler’s Brain in a Jar. The Cabal “ornate” vault in 1-0 contained big piles of rituals and items
for rituals, the Mummified Head and Secret of Life. The Templar “simple” vault in 32-0 contained a lot of religious artifacts including
the Ark of the Covenant and Shroud of Turin. The “grand” Vatican vault in 66-00 had the True Cross, St. Georges Sword, and the
An ancient manuscript entitled The Protocols of the Elders of Zion. The Greyla “Dark” vault in E25-0 (which was the hardest to get
to) contained Necronomicon, Holy Grail (Used to resurrect Greyla), Sword of the Prophet, Quantum Multiplexer, the Secret of Mind,
Parallax Antenna, Philotic Resonator.
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Geologic Analysis This geology mechanic was used to find metorites and pieces of a lost CIA spyplane above ground, and clues to
the fact that the island was falling into the ocean and what to do about it below ground.

Manipulating the Internet Lots of people want to mess with the Internet infrastructure. Universal Rights League want to ensure their
continued existance by not being deleted. (If the internet is shut down, AI souls lose one per day.) NSA wants to censor the internet.
Legion of Doom wants to make sure that people don’t mess with it.

Nuclear Launch Codes Nukes were useful to wake up Godzilla or fight Cthulhu.

Parsing the Hexscatter There were two sources of “cryptic packets”. The E5 tournament provided hexscatter about the Keyblade1

mistakenly thought by some to be the “Key of Twilight”. Around shadowruns was hexscatter related to the the Russian Submarine “Red
October”. (Some redundant copies were also scattered randomly.) Completing either message gives you the corresponding toy. The key
is the most powerful weapon (but starts Virtual), gives you badass, gives you a 1-minute dodge, and can break Sony encryption.

Project MACARONI (the Moon Base) A competition between NASA and Google. The Order of the Lambda Calculus wants to put
lots of Scheme modules, and several groups wanted to mess with the medical modules. You could also put mind control lasers here.

Psychic Footprints Psi-Co created a psychic entity which is wandering around in people’s minds. They have to trace it through a
circle of people using clues from their character sheets. Once they complete the circle, they get to fight the entity in cyberspace to get
lots of psi.

Scouring the Ocean Floor Atlantis is sunk east of Filfla. You take a sub and search in a 10x10 grid to find where it is. If you miss,
you learn the approximate distance.

Surveillance The leaders of the various branches of MJ-12 came to the island to figure out what was going on. These video logs were
there to make it possible to find out what happened and where their bodies were, and also find their stashes.

The Neurocam Art Project Crazy plot (based upon it’s equivalent in the real world) to control the future by causing seemingly
insignificant events to occur.

The Real Future GM notes on how people could shape the future

Tracing Ley Lines This was a set of photo trails that led various factions to important artifacts (Dragon eggs, pieces of the Wrath of
God, etc.). The trails returned dig coordinates that the item might be found.

Visiting Atlantis Atlantis (if it was raised) would appear in E46, E51, E52, E53. Lots of cool things there including a recharging
device. Sadly, there are no holographic projectors there.

Visiting the Sunken Isle To get to atlantis once it’s found, you need a sub. People can be jettisoned out of the sub for fun and profit!

1from Kingdom Hearts
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4 Groups

Amnesiacs Anonymous Basically a breakfast club for amnesiacs. Got founded by Tom Baker in 2010 to get other people to help him
work on his amnesia cure, but hasn’t been widely successful. Two of the members (Baker, Bond) are Amnesiac Atlanteans, but the third
(Jennings) is a normal amnesiac.

Ansar al-Islam Secretly the Hashshashin, the original Assassins, formed in part to drive off the Crusaders. Nowadays they want to
drive Israel and Western forces out of the Middle East and unite Islam under a restored Caliphate. To do this, they’re trying to take over
the Middle East in Power Struggle, find holy relics that support their cause (and destroy those that hinder it), prove the authenticity of the
Protocols of the Elders of Zion to discredit Israel, and generally build up power. They also believe psychics and their mind-controlling
abilities are an affront to Allah. Looking for the Vatican vault for the sword of the Prophet. Supports Islam.

Associated Press Network spy Illuminati group. Trying to come up with rational explanations for anything weird. Abusing keywords.
Looking for blackmail and spy information.

Cabal Network Magic Illuminati group. A werewolf, a vampire, and a mage who form a meta-occult group. Looking for their vault.
Want the future to be Majorly Weird and Minorly Chaotic. Had been a group to keep humans from destroying the occult underworld
while at the same time keeping the different forms of weirdshit from destroying each other. Died out in 1913, but was recently revived
by a werewolf, a vampire, and a mage who thought name-recognition was a good way to rise to power. And a good way to pick up any
cookies the old Cabal might have dropped.

CIA The good old American spy agency. Trying to find Islamic artifacts so they can use them to discredit Islam. Also trying to clone
Cthuloid monsters to use as weapons. They’ve heard about this really nifty sub that’s somewhere around here, too.

Clan of the Jade Dragon Chinese spies/black market. Trying to bring back communism for humans, but also summon the “Emperor
in Yellow” to rule over the equal masses.

Cosa Nostra Gnome Magic Illuminati group. Controls the black market on magical artifacts. Looking for gold from Fort Knox as the
Gnomes. Looking for the Red October. Mostly want to sell off lots of artifacts to make lots of money.

Delta Green Project Imagine anti-Cthulhu group. The American spy agency tasked with stopping all that Cthuloid weirdshit we all
love so much. They’re also trying to do things like make peril-sensitive sunglasses that prevents Cthulhu from driving you insane, track
down the brainbugs, find and destroy the Necronomicon, and other fun stuff.

Evil Geniuses For A Better Tomorrow Network Tech Illuminati group. A bunch of supervillains with plans to take over the world.
Have mind control lasers but argue about whether to put them in orbit or on the moon. Last stage of mind control lasers are on Bill
Gates’ laptop. Trying to claim the island for an evil lair. Looking for the spaceship. Trying to culture the microbes.

Freemasons Secret society. Support equality of all sentients, whether human, alien, werewolf, vampire, mage, AI, etc. Looking for
the Grey vault and trying to raise Atlantis.

Genzyme Biotech corp. Trying to build all sorts of sketchy cloning machines and DNA reprogrammers.

Ghostwheel Bavarian Spy Illuminati Group. Good guy spy agency trying to do a bunch of good deeds (stopping the Al-Queda C4
plot, finding the stolen gold from Fort Knox, stopping the airborn AIDs) and stopping the bad guy groups (Evil Geniuses, SPECTRE,
and SMERSH).
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Golden Apple Corps Discordians. Against the Illuminati and Project Imagine. Want to free Eris from Azothoth. Rituals to turn places
into cabbage and fill the tunnels with rubber chickens. Also want to stop any religion from dominating.

Golden Dawn Bavarian Magic Illuminati group. Pyramid scheme for souls, with the demon Baphomet on top.

Google Software corp. Trying to protect the world from viruses. Expose the Truth via Google news.

GRU Russian military intelligence. Drunken Russian nihilists and dipsomancers (bottle mages). Vaguely supposed to hunt down cults
but are burnt out on all that now. Sick of capitalism and communism, so they want to crash the world economy. Wants gold because it’ll
be good after the world economy goes away.

Grey Thumb Trying to upload human souls on the Internet. Their ritual happened at the same time as the nuke, causing two victims
who would have died to be uploaded on the Internet instead. (The third is technically alive and logged in from Madagascar but can’t
find his way home.) Trying to protect the Internet from sketchy Internet plots. Have lots of tech plots to blur the distinction between
cyberspace and meatspace.

Greyla Race of psychic aliens at war with the Lanteans.

Human Genome Project Project Imagine Genetics group. Also the “good” Nazi group. Descendants of the Eugenicists of the Nazi
movement, they feel very guilty about the Holocaust and want to support Mossad in whatever they are doing. However, they hate anyone
nonhuman and want to purify the human genome of anything nonhuman. Creating the Archetype of Humanity.

IBM Hardware corp. Secret projects ARMOR, DAGGER, and MJOLNIR. Searching for the spaceship.

Kennedy Family Fighting over the will of a dead Kennedy. One of them is the same person trying to “inherit” his own stuff after he
faked his own death.

KGB Communist Russian spy group. Controls the Russian black market. Trying to bring back Communism by steering the future.
Wants missing gold for themselves. Turning island into gold by alchemy.

Kin of Lilith Angelic Vampires. Spread from the original Lilith, created by Lantean officers. Want to keep control the UN. Want to
raise Atlantis. Want the Archetype of Family. Allergic to Draculan vampires.

Knights of Malta Christians who used to be based on Malta/Filfla. Trying to create the second coming of Christ (Archetype of
Divinity). Supporting Christianity. Trying to reclaim the island as their old home. Looking for their old vault.

Lanteans Race of nanite-tech aliens at war with the Greyla. Created Atlantis and engineered humanity as soldiers.

Laundry Project Imagine computer group. Subdivision of MI-6—so working with the other European spy groups. Wants to prevent
the world from proving P=NP because that summons demons. Wants to stop evil hackers and evil demons. Also wants to unleash
Intrusive Countermeasure Electronics (ICE) to freeze the seals of hell.

Legion of Doom A group of anarchist hackers with various cool plots. They represent the AI contingent of the Messiah plot with
“Project Emperor”; however, the three programs (“regalia”) they need for this plot start game having been taken by three spy groups: the
SVR and the spy branches of the Clan of the Jade Dragon and Sony. Generally trying to hide from the NSA and the Laundry, dislodge
corporations and governments in Power Struggle™, and make sure the new SecGen understands that information wants to be free.
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Mechanoids League The three of them escaped from an NSA facility where they were being studied. Have tech upgrading plots and
complimentary shadowrunning abilities.

Medusa A group of alien hunters who believe that the official alien-hunting organization, MJ-12, is infiltrated by aliens. They are
correct in that belief. They are also out to prove that aliens are real by collecting dragon eggs or raising Atlantis. Also trying to activate
the planetary defense grid.

MJ-12 Project Imagine anti-alien group. The US’s first defense against aliens unfortunately got infiltrated by the Greyla a while ago.
They were trying to find the supersoldier control codes to steal the Lantean supersoldier project, keep any other alien races off of Earth,
and track down a pregame traitor, Lucy Prima.

Mossad Lumped in with the European spy groups. Actually the Elders of Zion. Were kicked out of the Illuminati centuries ago, so
trying to become an Illuminati group now. Supports Judaism. Working with the Human Genome Project to create a Jewish Messiah.

NASA Bavarian Tech Illuminati group. Wants the moon base to go well (rivalry with Google). Assorted tech plots, including faster-
than-light engines. Looking for the spaceship to put the FTL engines on and the ansible for FTL communications.

Neo-Pagan Worshippers of Gaia Hippy, nature-loving, ecoterrorist werewolves. Want neo-paganism to do well. Stop corps and stop
the raising of atlantis. Hatch a mated pair of dragon eggs. Get the archetype of Nature/werewolves.

Neurocam International Gnome Tech Illuminati group. Trying to alter the future by doing strange things, both in the short term and
the long term. Also trying to build an AI to screw with the stock market. Looking for gold from Fort Knox as the Gnomes.

Nibbly Wungs The Nibbly Wungs have only one goal: to save their homeworld by summoning Cthulhu. Infesting random people to
get help is just a side benefit.

NSA US spy group that wants to control the internet. They want universal wiretapping abilities and are trying to figure out P=NP so
they can make the ultimate decryptor. They also have two groups of artificial humanoids they’re trying to track down: the Mechanoids
League, who are the result of NSA experimentation, and the Universal Rights League, because rogue AIs are a big threat to the NSA’s
internet superiority.

ODESSA “Evil” Nazi group. Organization of Former SS Officers. “Former” as in “deceased.” Nazi necromancers devoted to resur-
recting the Third Reich from the dead—literally. Looking for Hitler’s brain. Creating a better zombie. Also trying to bring back Nazism
by having the future be equally Ordered and Weird.

Order of the Dragon Demonic Vampires. Templars who were excommunicated and hunted down by the Vatican, so their leader made
a deal with Baphomet to become vampires. Trying to resurrect Dracula by finding the four urns, one of which is in the Templar vault.
Want the Archetype of Life (Vampires). Allergic to Lilithian vampires.

Order of the Lambda Calculus Gnome Spy Illuminati group. Corporate spies. Trying to write moonbase modules in LISP so that
they can hack into it. Wants to write an AI. Wants to raid server closets. Wants to find corporate blackmail on Bill Gates’ Laptop.
Looking for gold from Fort Knox as the Gnomes.
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Order of the Unknown Saint Project Imagine anti-demon group. European spy group—effectively the Vatican Secret Service, though
they don’t really like the Vatican very much. Out to stop everything “unholy”—anything relating to Cthulhu, liches, brainbugs, were-
wolves, witches (mages), vampires, and especially demons. Stopping the portal to Hell. Finding the Wrath of God. Supporting
Christianity. Wants the world to be Majorly Mundane and Minorly Ordered.

Psi-Co Project Imagine psychic group. Founded by Rasputin, but they turned on him. They created a clone of Lincoln (Henrietta
Ducard) to take political power, but the psi entity controlling the clone disappeared, so they want to find it.

Rosicrucian Order Occult group. Wants to turn everyone into mages. Wants to balance the occult world. Researching soul jars.
Supports Islam.

Servants of the Great Mother A bizarre cult who want to summon Shub-Niggurath so they can drink her milk, which makes people
immortal but also mutates them horribly.

SHIELD Project Imagine anti-brainwashing group. Wants to stop all brainwashing plots, especially SWORD. Also vaguely anti-
terrorist. The three high-ranking members all decided to share the title “Gauntlet.”

SMERSH Ex-Russian counter-espionage group. Trying to destroy all world governments and cause political anarchy.

Sony Not just a corp but a Japanese spy group. Looking for the Keyblade and the Katana program.

SPECTRE Project Imagine Security group. Responsible for most of the Brimstone Killings. Their leader, Blofeld, wants to refound
Project Imagine with himself at the top. Doesn’t like Ghostwheel or James Bond.

SVR Capitalist Russian spy group. Pro-tech. Want weather control satellites. Have the “Mirror” program. Looking for gold, lost subs,
KGB blackmail. Supporting Russian Orthodox church. Want to turn the island into gold.

SWORD Project Imagine brainwashing group. Wants to brainwash game, but the brainwasher doesn’t know how to cope with all
these souls, so they need to “train” it first. Also out to stop other brainwashers and SHIELD.

Thule Society “Neutral” Nazi group. Trying to continue the occult research of the Nazis. Looking for the Time Cube. Also trying to
create the Archetype of Magic.

Universal Rights League A group of AIs trying to ensure AI security in case anyone notices them. Trying to take over parts of the
Internet backbone in Power Struggle™, stop the NSA from hunting down AIs, and generally ensure that AIs and AI-friendly groups will
have enough control over the Internet to protect them from any human shutdown attempts. With this, they’re trying to make sure that the
next Secretary General reads ‘human rights’ to include all sentient beings, including AIs.

Voluntary Human Extinction Movement Trying to extinguish humanity and/or render it sterile.

Weekly World News Tabloid news. Like in MIB, they publish the truth, but no one believes them. Trying to expose anything weird.
Trying to find the descendants of Christ. Trying to raise Atlantis.

Yakuza Japanese underworld group. Trying to invest in construction companies and then awaken Godzilla with nukes. After Godzilla
stomps Tokyo (or wherever), they clean up on reconstruction contracts.
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5 Characters

Kofi Annan (Christian Ternus) He’s an actual good guy (well, vampire; he’s one of the Kin of Lilith), trying to prevent this from
causing an international incident by proving it wasn’t a terrorist nuclear test. He also wants to make sure his successor isn’t evil while
simultaneously not getting taken out by everyone in game for being a flaming good guy. Working with SHIELD and the Rosicrucian
Order.

Boris Badinov (Seth Villarreal) Werewolf (Neo-Pagan Worshippers of Gaia) ecoterrorist and superspy in the KGB. Pregame brain-
washed by SWORD. Still in love with Natasha Fatale, even though they’re no longer on the same side. Likes blowing stuff up, and thus
working on the portable incinerator.

Tom Baker (Ash Turza) Actually Rasputin. Ancient Lantean. Officer caste. Exiled for sleeping with James Bond (also a Lantean).
Immortal through nanites, but given amnesia nanites to make him forget every decade or so, even though he is thousands of years old.
Eventually decided to keep a journal in case it happens again. Founded Psi-Co but was overthrown by his disloyal army of psychics.
Has been trying to collect various souls to become hard to kill. Active in the Order of the Dragon. Founded Amnesiacs Anonymous to
support fellow amnesiacs.

Edith Balan (Charles Hope) Order of the Lambda Calculus plant in Sony. Also the Illuminati contact. Also in SMERSH. Likes
blowing things up.

Bender (Peter Litwack) Game Mommy

Krishna Bharat (Erik Chen) Gnostic Freemason. Reporter under cover as a reporter under cover as a reporter. Freemasons who
works with the Weekly World News and Google to publish the Truth. Also a reporter for Al-Jazeera. Recruited by Ansar al-Islam.

Connie Birdie (Kimberly Beder) Actually Elvis Presley, who only lives today because she’s a Lantean with the requisite nanotech.
JFK/Nyssa Odaire Kennedy had her killed for being a Lantean, but the operatives sent didn’t do a good enough job. Despite her nanotech,
her superiors never gave her the tech to be immortal, which is why she defected and came to Earth. Since publicly dying, she’s been
keeping a low profile, continually revealing herself to the Weekly World News to make sure no one actually believes she’s still around.
Looking for Atlantis and the sub to get immortality tech that’s there. Would also be fine with cutting open an Amnesiac Atlantean to
steal their immortality tech. She joined the Grey Thumb as a backup plan. Also working with the CIA, and back in the day had them
take out John Lennon/Lucy Prima.

James Bond (Katie Puckett) Famous British superspy. Actually Ithlhei’vih. Ancient Lanteans—officer caste. Exiled for sleeping
with Tom Baker (Ash Turza) (also a Lanteans). Immortal through nanites, but given amnesia nanites to make him forget every decade
or so, even though he is thousands of years old. Transferred to the Laundry division of MI-6. Member of Ghostwheel.

Elisabeth Bykova (Marketa Valterova) Psychic(member of Psi-Co) and loyal agent of the KGB. Works for Genzyme. Used her
brainless cloning machine to clone a (female) version of Lincoln in order to infiltrate politics and hand control of the UN to Russia.

Eliphas Crowley (Jay Muchnij) Actually the demon Baphomet (previously an ascended Greyla), who was responsible for creating
the Draculan vampires and starting WWII. Was on Filfla just before the nuke hit, so triggered a spell to summon himself into the body of
his loyal lieutenant as his old human body gets nuked. His lieutenant was brainwashed by SWORD, but Baphomet himself was not, so
SWORD thinks he is brainwashed loyal. In the meantime, working a pyramid scheme for souls via the Golden Dawn (and is also their
Illuminati contact), and can devour duplicate souls in the Sunset folder. Ultimately wants to open the gates of Hell and summon his true
demonic form forth so that he can take over the world.
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Noah X. Cuse (Erik Fogg) Warlock. Leader of SWORD. Also a Draculan vampire and the vampire representative to the Cabal. Was
brainwashed to have his first priority to protect humanity and second to SWORD, but power for him is good for SWORD and therefore
good for humanity. Brainwashed half of game.

Henrietta Ducard (Kathleen Clark-Adams) One of a series clones of Abraham Lincoln made by Elisabeth Bykova and fully con-
trolled by a brainbug. Trying to summon Cthulhu but then defeat him to both save his homeworld and still have something to be SecGen
over. (She actually sorta likes humans as more than just a snack food.) Earlier of his incarnations have both been killed by Rasputin/Tom
Baker and (nearly) killed James Bond. Psi-Co is trying to make her SecGen because they think they have control over her.

ESR (Daniel Kane) Famous internet personality, trying to control the future through Neurocam International and the Human Genome
Project. Also using SMERSH to point at his enemies. Almost managed to become the Messiah of Humanity, and enlightened far too
many people for the resulting puzzle slay.

Emilio Escobar (Dennis V. Perepelitsa) NarcoAlchemist. Columbian drug lord out to turn the island (or somewhere else) into
cocaine via alchemy. Discordian in the Golden Apple Corps. Ended up joining a bunch of Nazis (Thule Society). Then joined a bunch
of Commies in the Triads (Clan of the Jade Dragon) that he was dealing with. Thinks summoning the Emperor in Yellow would be great.
Not sure whether to bring back Nazism or Communism but trying to steer the future towards one of the two.

Natasha Fatale (Anna Roussanova) Famous Russian superspy. All the love interests in her life keep disappearing on her. First she
and Boris Badinov (Seth Villarreal) split up over the KGB versus SVR break. Then James Bond (Katie Puckett) develops amnesia and
forgets her. Then her “Fearless Leader” (Maria Greymist) disappears in the nuke blast. She is head of the SVR and Ghostwheel. Also a
good Catholic girl in the Order of the Unknown Saint.

Ella Fitzgerald (Jessica Hamrick) Psychic elitist. Nazi who used her mind powers to extend her lifespan unnaturally. Part of
ODESSA and Psi-Co, working on raising the Third Reich and a band of elite psychics, respectively. Wants to kill the lesser humans with
the Voluntary Human Extinction Movement.

Mary Fitzpatrick (Larissa Estrada) Stereotypical CIA cowboy. “Now, actually trying to harness Cthulhu as a weapon of mass
destruction would be insanity itself, so you’ve decided to harness some of his lesser spawn instead.” Got recruited into Delta Green,
but joined the Servants of the Great Mother due to promises of immortality. Trying to keep Delta Green off their backs until she obtain
immortality.

Maxine Godwin (Kristin Berry) MegaAnarchist. In a bunch of anarchist groups—the Legion of Doom, SMERSH, GRU, and the
Servants of the Great Mother. Stole library books pregame, which pissed Yomiko Readman off.

Alanna Grant (Joy Perkinson) Werewolf (Neo-Pagan Worshippers of Gaia) representative to the Cabal. Freaking out about environ-
mental problems, so has a couple of potential solutions. One is joining the Voluntary Human Extinction Movement to stop overpopu-
lation. The other is by joining the Clan of the Jade Dragon, who wants to bring back communism as well as the “Emperor in Yellow”
(Hastur) to rule over humanity.

Stewie Griffin (Greg Echelberger) CyberNazi. Dead Nazi brought back to life by Yumihiko Takagi (Cody Daniel) to join ODESSA.
Trained to be a necromancer, but has a tech bent. Illuminati contact in NASA. Trying to upload and download items for Grey Thumb.

Robin Grimassi (Bernard Arnest) Italian Strega (Witch). Joined the Cosa Nostra, discovered magic, and became a plutomancer
(money mage). Believes in independence, so is a Discordian in SMERSH, trying to turn all governments into anarchy. Finally, wants to
help humanity help themselves by making them all mages too via the Rosicrucian Order.
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Alyssa P. Hacker (Liz Hanson) Member of the Order of the Lambda Calculus infiltrating Google. Found out she was a descendant of
Nazi Eugenicists. Was initially horrified, but was tempted to continue her ancestor’s Eugenics research with the Human Genome Project.

Sakura Haruno (Stephanie Paige) Used to be an Asian supremacist ninja (Katsuko Tenchu), until she got munched on my a brainbug.
Died pregame in the explosion, but got pulled into the Grey Thumb’s ritual and became an amnesiac AI. She had a habit of hiding things
in the Internet where only she could find them (ninjas like being mysterious); this is why both the Keyblade and katana (for the
Emperor of the Internet plot) were hidden at gamestart. Her main plots were getting her memories back and winning the tournament.
She could also end up helping either the Nibbly Wungs or the Asian groups (Sony, the Yakuza, and the Clan of the Jade Dragon), or
both, depending on which memories she gets back. If she got the complete set, she’d end up horribly confused due to two completely
contradictory backgrounds.

Claire Helm (Maryia Lu) Android built by the NSA, but escaped as part of the Mechanoids League. Made a deal with the Russian
SVR, who placed her as their plant at IBM. Being an android, knew electronics and robotics well, so rose to the top very quickly.
Working on the weather control satellites with the SVR. Finally, with the Freemasons to fight for equality for all sentients, including
androids.

Robert Truman Hungerford (Jasmine Florentine) Actually Ernst Stavro Blofeld, the leader of SPECTRE. When the leaders of
Project Imagine were summoned to Filfla, he stayed behind—”What were you supposed to do? Kidnap baby Cthulhu and hold it for
ransom?” Instead, he went around killing most of the brainbugged lieutenants in Project Imagine. Also wants to control the world
through Evil Geniuses For A Better Tomorrow and Neurocam International.

David Icke (Philip Tan) Nutcase who has information on all plots in game, interspersed with gibberish. Head of Medusa and Weekly
World News, as well as a member of SHIELD. Trying to find evidence of all the weird things going on in game, and figure out what the
hell was going on.

Leeroy Jenkins (Eli Stickgold) Mage representative of the Cabal. Member of the Golden Dawn. Also wants to hunt weirdshit with
Medusa and Delta Green. He had a traumatic childhood, but managed to come out of it with streetsense, magic, and a shotgun. And a
shoot first, ask questions later kind of attitude. Also, the (postgame) messiah.

Cassandra Jennings (Diandra Lucia) A yithian who travelled through time to study humanity. Jumped into the body of a Lilithian
Vampire who was a mage in the Golden Dawn. Was working with a Nazi known as “Bob” to build a time cube. She finished it and saw
her own death at the hands of Bob. She destroyed the time cube, and left herself a trail of how to get her memories back. This changed
the future so Bob was still able to wipe her memories, but didn’t manage to kill her. Competing with the Thule Society to find the pieces
of the Time Cube first. Also joined Tom Baker’s Amnesiacs Anonymous.

Bridget Jones (Laura47) Selfish, manipulative nihilist who wants to bring everything down, perhaps making a quick buck or two in
the process. Half-Russian, half-Japanese. Joined the Yakuza through her mother’s ancestry and the GRU through her father’s. Likes
the idea of summoning Godzilla and crashing the world economy. Also grew up in Australia, where she joined Neurocam International,
who also likes to screw with the future. Using IBM for resources.

Nyssa Odaire Kennedy (Sophie) Greyla alien. Leader of the MJ-12. UN candidate. Faked her own death and left everything to her
new persona, but the will was contested. Actually was JFK.

Filippo Leone (David Kern) Lantean replicant. Sent to stop Elvis (aka Connie Birdie). Captured by the NSA, but escaped as one
of the three members of the Mechanoids League. Works for Genzyme and helps out SPECTRE. Looking for Atlantis to trigger the
command codes that would make them the soldiers they were always intended to be.
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Jon A. Liszt (Jonathan Chapman) Kabalist Journalist. Mossad plant in the Associated Press, using Kabalah to plant keywords in
newspapers. Also a Nazi descendant, so is the Jewish member of the Nazi group, the Human Genome Project. Trying to help the Nazis
and Jews and work together.

William Osborn (Evan Hefner) He’s an evil supervillain, based loosely on the Green Goblin, but he’s actually rather competent.
Bought his own third world nation and called it Oz. Trying to dominate the world by running for UN Sec Gen, dominate the Illuminati
via the Illuminati election mechanic, dominate the corps via Genzyme, and dominate the other supervillains in Evil Geniuses For A Better
Tomorrow. You could say he’s a bit of a power-hungry megalomaniac. He’s also distantly related to former US President McKinley and
has a resemblance to him, but there’s nothing sinister up with that.

Jackie Paper (Carrie Keach) Actually top British Library secret agent Yomiko Readman and a “paper master” or bibliomancer.
Looking for Maxine Godwin, who stole some rare books from libraries pregame, and the Legion of Doom in general. Also believes that
all the artifacts in game belong in a museum (specifically, the British Museum). A potential traitor to Sony. Also, incidentally, the last
of the Romanovs: her grandmother was Anastasia. Working with the Laundry and the NSA.

Lucy Prima (Sarah Dee) A renegade Greyla and also John Lennon. She originally came with the other Greyla to take over Earth, but
she realized that humans had the potential to accomplish wonderful things if they could avoid the eternal war that envelops the Greyla
and Lanteans. She abandoned her brothers and changed her form to try to spread her message of peace, only to be nearly killed by
everyone’s favorite Lantean, Elvis Presley (Kimberly Beder). Her goals in game are to stop MJ-12 with Medusa, find a cure for alien
infestations with the Human Genome Project, stop threats to humanity in general, promote communism with the KGB, and help Kofi
prevent war from breaking out.

Harvey Ray (Kendra Beckler) Possessed Assassin. Was in both Islamic groups, Ansar al-Islam and the Rosicrucian Order, but then
got possessed by a “Jinn” (actually a demon), so entirely loyal to Baphomet. Was trying to create the SIDRAT, a teleport that worked by
vamphing in and out of the hell dimension. With the unfortunate side effect that it also got passengers possessed by demons.

RMS (Beth Schaffer) Internet wanker in the Legion of Doom and Grey Thumb. Supporting rights, freedom, and equality for all
through the Freemasons and the Rosicrucian Order.

H. Elaine Roberts (Christina Jaworsky) Wizardly hacker and indie rocker. Strong believer in freedom, though not as obvious about
it as RMS (Beth Schaffer). Looking for P=NP. Order of the Lambda Calculus plant in IBM. Also secretly an assassin in Ansar al-Islam.

Axel Rose (Wolfe Styke) LexLuthor’s nemesis. After the Mechanoids League escaped the NSA, a new android was created using
the best of Earth technology but none of the cool alien technology. He evolved past his programming to become a flaming good-guy.
Outsourced to NASA. Became head of the NSA. Recruited by Ghostwheel. Very rational, except when it comes to LexLuthor. Also
wants to become a superspy.

Mary Sue Rosen (Jessie Lowell) Trying to create the Jewish Messiah for the Mossad via the Knights of Malta. Of course, being a
Russian Jew, she is also a member of the GRU. She approves of crashing the world economy because she believes Israel is the only
self-sufficient nation in the world.

Larry Sanger (Nick Zehender) Google’s Internet Evangelist. Cofounder of Wikipedia until a split with Jimbo Wales (Dexter Chan).
Was down and out until recruited by the Kin of Lilith. This resparks his career with Google and research with Grey Thumb. Regrets that
that Kin of Lilith are not immortal, so wants to upload human souls on the Internet. Partially brainwashed by Nibbly Wungs pregame.

Anita Scoop (Beth Baniszewski) Spreader of disinformation. Reporter for the Associated Press, but really a Nazi occultist member
of the Thule Society and a loyal member of the Order of the Unknown Saint.
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Hanna Scorpio (Yuki) Supervillain Wannabe. Intellectual Jack of all trades who wants to prove herself a supervillain. Working for
the SVR, Cosa Nostra, and the Knights of Malta with personal plots to steal their stuff (weather control satellites, Illuminati Triumvirate,
the Keyblade, and the second coming of Christ). Also infected by Nibbly Wungs pre-game, but thinks it is the voice of God.

Harold Seward (Jesse Ashcraft-Johnson) An AI with multiple personalities. Created by the Thule Society as part of their overall
goal of combining magic and technology, their creation ritual pulled in the Fane AI sent to enlighten the Drans, giving him magical
ability. At one point, he got dangerously close to P=NP, accidentally summoning a demon into himself and thus leaving him with
three conflicting personalities. Got hired as Abraham Van Helsing’s assistant under the mistaken belief he couldn’t be corrupted by
supernatural elements. Also working with the Universal Rights League for AI security, though he favors a magical solution (binding the
Internet to the Astral Plane, making it independent of computers) to a political one. The demon in him wants to find P=NP to open the
hellgates and to eliminate other supernatural elements. The Fane bit wants to track down remaining Drans (either the eggs or Godzilla)
and enlighten them. Finally, he’s also out for the Keyblade.

Judith Shmuel (Nelson Elhage) Jewish Vampire. Mothers all of her “children.” Lilithian Vampire active in the Mossad. Also likes
the nice gentlemen in the Mafia.

Ann Shouji (Kristin Kuhn) Greyla head of MJ-12. Recruited for Delta Green to stop Cthulhu, so represented Project Imagine in the
final fight against Cthulhu. The nuke went off at the same time as Grey Thumb did their ritual for uploading souls, so she got uploaded
at the time of her death.

Ludwig Von Siegfried (Ian Ynda-Hummel) Russian GRU agent in Siberia, where he was turned into a werewolf. Recruited by the
Discordians after getting completely drunk and babbling nonsense, but impressive Discordian nonsense.

Abraham Slender (Ken Clary) Actually Abraham Van Helsing, Demon Hunter. Pregame, he had to kill his wife after Dracula turned
her, and so is very jaded and a little insane. Black sheep of the Kennedy family. Has an AI sidekick, Dr. Harold Seward, because AIs
are supposedly hard to possess, bite, or brainwash. Working with the Order of the Unknown Saint and the Laundry, since both want to
hunt demons. Also with the Knights of Malta to keep them focused on fighting the forces of Evil. Doesn’t really trust any of the groups
he’s in to not screw things up, or forget that the important thing is to keep weirdshit from destroying the world. That’s why he’s there to
remind them that opening the Hellgate is bad. Or bringing back Dracula. Or summoning Cthulhu. Ok, maybe not that last one.

Egon Spengler (Kevin Chen) NSA agent injected with nanites, which work really well until Nibbly Wungs try to infect him. Saved
himself by drilling a hole in his head, but this caused the healing nanites to burn out. Held for psychiatric observation as a consequence.
However, SHIELD and Delta Green believe him. Can sense Nibbly Wungs and is working on a drill to kill the Nibbly Wungs without
harming the host.

Martin Starkiss (Thomas Mack) Actually Lex Luthor. Scientist (Evil Geniuses For A Better Tomorrow member) with cyborg limbs.
Leader of the Legion of Doom until the NSA came and raided then in Operation Sundevil, carting him off to a secure facility to study
him. Refitted with even better cyborg limbs made with alien technology. Escaped with the rest of the Mechanoids League to refound the
Legion of Doom.

Yumihiko Takagi (Cody Daniel) Nazi necromancer and Draculan Vampire. Fled to Japan after WWII and joined the Yakuza. Later
went back to Europe and founded ODESSA.

Peach Toadstool (Jacky Chang) Actually Maria Greymist, leader of the spy division of all three Illuminati branches, as well as a
member of the KGB. Pregame committed all the bizarre killings of brainbugged Illuminati agents, bonked the Mafia agent stealing the
Red October (Russian sub), and took the sub to Filfla. The nuke went off at the same time as Grey Thumb did their ritual for uploading
souls, so she got uploaded at the time of her death.
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Lee van Hook (Chris Walsh) Assassin(member of Ansar al-Islam) working for Genzyme to find spiffy tech to create supersoldiers
until one day he runs across the Servants of the Great Mother, which promises the secrets of immortality. Trying to create the ultimate
supersoldier Islamic Assassin and hunt down psychics.

Jimbo Wales (Dexter Chan) Turing-capable SETI AI created by NASA (particularly, Stewie Griffin/Stewie Griffin) and hacked by
the CIA to be working for them as well. Trying to discover evidence of aliens, take over the Internet backbone to keep the NSA from
shutting down AIs. Also cares about getting the Moon Base done. Has a not-in-game body double and claims to be telecommuting a lot,
so many of his associates don’t know he’s an AI.

Hex Watson (Drew Hilliard) A Greyla infested with a Nibbly Wung. Unfortunately, infested Greyla slowly die because their stomachs
are in their heads and their brains are in their torsos. Personality is a mixture of both Greyla and Nibbly Wungs, but both halves hate
humanity and want to destroy it. Member of MJ-12 and the Voluntary Human Extinction Movement.

6 Postgame

1. The world is saved. From Cthulhu. This time.

2. SWORD, Ansar Al-Islam, and The International Milk PRocessors Board control much of the world.

3. The world becomes a lot more MUNDANE and ORDERLY. And everyone thinks it’s more normal than it actually is, because
NORMALCY is the most powerful media influence on the world.

4. (Leeroy Jenkins (Eli Stickgold), the Archetype of Nature, becomes the Messiah. The world becomes a little greener and more
eco-friendly.

5. Hex Watson becomes the new owner of the island, just before. . .

6. The island sinks into the ocean, due to bedrock damage, agravatted by Cthulhu rising. . . again.

7. But everyone who was alive at the end of game manages to get off the island safely, due to convenient UN helicopters airlifting
you all off the island in the nick of time.

8. Islam becomes the new dominant world religion.

9. Henrietta Ducard (Kathleen Clark-Adams) becomes the new UN Secretary General.

10. The puppy is named ‘Scarface’

7 Awards

- The Harry Teplitz Blind Leading the Blind Award to Noah X. Cuse (Erik Fogg) for deciding that the best way of saving the world
was to summon Cthulu and not by going to the vault of Save-The-World toys that he was originally targeted at.

- The Brady Bunch award goes to Team SWORD. Sing the theme song!
- The Stig Memorial Influence on Game Speech award to Henrietta Ducard (Kathleen Clark-Adams) for her acccccent. . .
- Captain Capacitor “Trust my I’m a supervillan” award to Henrietta Ducard (Kathleen Clark-Adams) for convincing everyone that

SWORD should trust her and they should help summon Cthulu. Additionally, she was elected UN Secretary general.
- Wheeler Dealer Donald Trump award to Eliphas Crowley (Jay Muchnij) for spreading the demonic Golden Dawn plot far faster

than the GMs ever imagined. His ability to convince people to swap their immortal soul to a demon was uncanny.
- Rookie of the Year goes to Stewie Griffin (Greg Echelberger) for walking all over everyone’s research and pounding the Illumanti

Election to the ground.
- The Maxwell Smart “He Missed it by that much” award goes to Hex Watson (Drew Hilliard) for getting ownership of the island,

but not stopping it from sinking into the ocean.
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- The Size 14 Shoe (aka. Steve Peters “I have infiltrated the FALN”) award goes to Kofi Annan (Christian Ternus) aka. Gauntlet for
deciding that the right person to confide in about SHIELD was Erik Fogg, who happened to be Warlock, resulting in hilarity and
brainwashing.

- The Aimee Yermish Most Sadly Deluded award to anyone who thought that summoning Cthulu was a good idea.
- The consolation Prize goes to the people who finally got a submarine only to realize that unless Atlantis was raised, there wasn’t a

whole lot they could do.

7.1 New Awards

- The Eli Stickgold “Brainwashing the Brainwasher” to Leeroy Jenkins (Eli Stickgold) award for brainwashing Warlock preventing
Atlantis from being raised. (And then becoming the Messiah via someone else’s plot.)

7.2 Done Goods

- Lucy Prima (Sarah Dee) for stepping into a punted part and accomplishing significant plot in a short period of time. And she pushed
the big red button on the saucer!

- Alanna Grant (Joy Perkinson), Dr. Harold Seward (Jesse Ashcraft-Johnson), and Robert Truman Hungerford (Jasmine Florentine)
for ascending and visiting the cute little dragons!

- Sakura Haruno (Stephanie Paige) and Peach Toadstool (Jacky Chang) for solving the Keyblade simulatenously, then fighting for it.
- Elisabeth Bykova (Marketa Valterova) for actually making clones.

8 Quotes

• “Agents don’t roll over. They’re not cellphone minutes.”—Patty

• Eddie: “So, do I call him Jesus 2.0?”
Xavid: “I believe you call him the Second Coming of Christ.”
Eddie: “Ohhhhhhh. . . ”

• “Werewolves stash their car keys. You don’t want to lose your car when you die. You want a car when you come back the next
day.”—Andy

• “The one legitimate reason to bring Godzilla into game is to fight Cthulhu.”—Xavid

• “I don’t care if he’s a power-hungry megalomaniac. I’d still vote for him.”—Eddie, referring to Osborn

• “Pink equals red. Done. P=NP. Done.”—Eddie

• “I like horse-molesting monkeys [as an explanation].”—Eddie, in response to an example of why the UN censors private blogs

• “Angry people are always cooler when they have nukes on their side.”—Xavid, on why Azrael needs nukes to beat Cthulhu

• “Leeroy Jenkins: I don’t know about you, but I can take more than one bullet.
Egon Spengler: I can’t.
Leeroy Jenkins: I can get you something for that. It’s a little supernatural. . . but not that supernatural.”

• “Can you guys tell me at wrapup if I’m the first person to get a new soul?”—Emilio Escobar, to the GMs, after five people had
already gotten Golden Dawn souls.

• “I just braindumped all my plots to Erik. I hope it doesn’t screw me, but if it doesn’t, we can just tromp all over game.”—Kofi
Annan (pseudo-Gauntlet), about Warlock

• “I just pulled something from the mind packet and it said that I’m now afraid of tentacles. Does that mean that I’m afraid of my
own and need to run around screaming ‘Get them off me.’ ”—Sakura Haruno
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• “New intel says that the “Legions of Hell” are not a bridge club, but, in fact, comprised of actual demons.”—Abraham Slender
(Van Helsing)

• “There’s nothing that says we can’t have happy lesbian cybersex. . . right?”—Princess Toadstool, about being stuck in the internet

• “After I take over the world. . . I’ll summon Cthulhu—and then I’ll nuke the shit out of this island. . . ”—Noah X. Cuse (Warlock)

• “That was almost my first mistake, trusting her feminine wiles—BUT I TALKED MY WAY OUT OF IT”—Noah X. Cuse, about
finding himself shot, tied up, and interrogated at gunpoint by Henrietta Ducard. . . right before he decided that he could trust her
without brainwashing her

• “She was weird enough that I figured she must be telling me the truth”—Noah X. Cuse, about Henrietta Ducard

• Henrietta Ducard (part of the hive mind summoning Cthulu): You have minions, I have minions—we have so much in common!
Noah X. Cuse(Warlock): Yeah, and we’re both the good guys!

• “I think we can be one big happy hive.”—Henrietta Ducard

• “I still want to stop Cthulhu, I just reassessed my plans and found a better way to do it.”—Noah X. Cuse, about planning to
summon Cthulhu.

• “It’s not just the world: I have made a deal with the Cthulhu cultists—FOR THE GOOD OF THE MULTIVERSE!”—Noah X.
Cuse

• “It’s like a game of fucking Boggle and you shake it up. No. It’s like someone shuffled a game of Illuminati and threw it at
game.”—Emilio Escobar

• “Behold my vast whorehouse of knowledge.”—Ternus

• “I would jump you right now, but I don’t know what Kofi Annan would think of that.”—Alyssa P. Hacker
“Kofi Annan would think that that hasn’t happened to him since 1973.”—Kofi Annan

• “There are so many bad guys, so many. . . Everyone’s a bad guy. Everyone but me and my brainwash squad.”—Warlock

• “I will get to the bottom of this, even if I have to brainwash everyone on this fucking island to do it.”—Warlock

• “If we set off enough nukes, there won’t be an island left to investigate.”—Warlock

• “Kofi Annan can bench press two dead bodies. Come on!”—Dr. Seward

• “I am not a Timelord!”—Tom Baker, many many times

• “Then there is the archaeology thing—WHICH IS WORST THAN HE FASCIST GOVERNMENT.”—Harvey Ray

• “No Space Lizards? Why aren’t there any space lizards?? Has no one been listening to me?!”—David Icke, when he read the 95
Conspiracies

• “The Office of the Secretary General would like to wish you a SUPER BADASS no comment.”—Kofi Annan, upon becoming an
archetype.

• Warlock: So when I rule the world. . .
Henrietta: We.
Warlock: wha?
Henrietta: We. When we rule the world.
Warlock: . . .
Henrietta: Come on, I’ll at least be a figurehead.
Warlock: So when she’s Secretary Genereal and I rule the world. . . through Power Struggle. . .

• “It is always katamari time on Filfla”—Henrietta, alluding to SWORD and the Nibbly Wungs
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• “I will be uncomfortably kind. . . more kind than your body has room for.”—Kofi Annan, on being the Archetype of Family

• “Where does the scary glowing man eat the last cookie? Anywhere he wants.”—Sakura, of intimidating archetype Leeroy

• Icke: He’s glowing and scary! How can you stand next to him?
Warlock: Because I trust him.
Icke: But he’s glowing and scary! How can you trust him?
Warlock: Because he’s not an asshole.
Icke: S he’s a glowing, scary, non-asshole?
Warlock: Right!
(about scary archetype Leeroy, who was brainwashed by Warlock)

• “I have an evil french laugh! [evil french-sounding laugh]”—Henrietta Ducard

• The common room: [humming the Super Mario Bros. theme at Princess Toadstool]
Peach: DO NOT TAUNT THE HOLOGRAMS!

• Jimbo: Does Islam provide cookies?
Bharat: Islam provides cookies in the afterlife!

Icke: I have theories, but no evidence.
Cuse: That’s not a theory, that’s something you pulled out of your ass.
Icke: But that’s all I have!

“I don’t have time for you criminals, I have to defeat Bowser.”—Leeroy Jenkins

• “Azrael doesn’t get sashes. Sashes are for weird-looking things that are knocking over buildings all over the place. Azrael is
graceful and has a big sword.”—Xavid

• “Can vampires suck blood from rocks?”—Henrietta Ducard

• “We still need a Roman Battle Standard, and we think there might be one in the Nazi Vault, because—hey! why not?”—Ken, on
not finding the battle standard in the vatican vault

• “Nothing sucks more than an interdimensional wedgie [for Cthulhu].”—Eddy

• Egon: “Alanna, would you like to knock me out?”
Alana: “Sure. Knock out 6.”
Jackie: “Do you have a knife? Thanks. I cut open your skull.”

Warlock: Are you cool?
Azrael: Yes.
Warlock: Are you awesome?
Azrael: Yes!
Warlock: Are you totally badass and powerful?
Azrael: YES!
Warlock: What’s your name?
Azrael: Azrael!
Crowd: [cheers]

Cuse: You are our last hope for humanity.
Azrael: I can do that.
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“Give me a minute—I need to talk to God.”—Azrael

Azrael: Are there any demons?
Cuse: . . .
Azrael:Like demons demons? None of this possession bullshit.
Cuse: No. . .
Azrael: Ok, so. No armies of hell.

Azrael (about summoning Cthulhu): Slender finds this very ironic. I think it’s a very bad idea. And stupid.
Cuse: Listen, both of you!

Cuse: How sketchy is this that you can’t talk about it while we’re trying to save the world?!
Takagi: Pretty sketchy.

“Welcome back cybergirls! and you—honorary cybergirl.”—Jenkins, to a Seward with a yellow headband

“Have you ever heard the phrase ‘two wrongs do not make a right’?!”—Azrael, when Seward offers him a Dran soul to save
Cthulhu

Azrael: Of course, this plan has the most retarded step one ever.
Cuse: No, step one was summoning you.
Azrael: Ok, the most retarded step two ever. . .

Azrael: Only Badass combat is relevant.
Cuse: Only badass is useful. Got it. Azrael: Not useful. Relevant. Ants are irrelevant—you can squish them.

pause

But don’t squish ants! It’s bad.
Cuse: Yes, of course. How do you feel about omnivorism?

“This thing you call badass combat down here? We call it WAR!”—Azrael

Jenkins: I’m invulnerable to most things, at this point.
Azrael (about Cthulhu): We’re fighting pretty big pieces.
Jenkins: How big?
Azrael: Big enough to be a challenge. (lifts sword)
Jenkins: Well then. Maybe I should get a katana. . .

“We either go down or go down in history—no other way to go”—Warlock

Azrael: God does not endorse nuclear weapons!
Sakura: Does he condone them more or less than Cthulhu?
Azrael: You don’t ask God questions like that!

“I’m going to write this on the board. We can’t screw up summoning cthulhu because of a conjunction.”—Hex

“Slender says play nice.
Then Slender says don’t play nice.
Slender changes his mind again.
Slender says to stop talking out loud.
. . .
Oh.”

[the final countdown]—played as people set up to summon Cthulhu
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Tom Baker: “I have my boomstick!”
(Tom Baker attempts to cock his shotgun and spills bits and pieces all over)
Hex: “Uh. . . Can we have another guard?”

“My plan was to be home and drinking by 11:30—nut no-o-o-o, they had to summon Cthulhu tonight”—Warlock, who gave the
order to summon Cthulhu

Hex: So, uh, are coexisting with Slender in there?
Azrael: His sacrifice is noted.

“I said I’d give my life to the cause—I didn’t say how many times.”—Warlock, to explain the whole cloning thing

“There is an outside chance that this ritual will destroy all of your non-human souls—a very outside chance.”—Abraham Slender
(Van Helsing)

“Well, if I die, you’ll know what happened.” “Me too.” “Me too” “And me”.–The people helping Van Helsing with his ritual that
only had an outside chance of destroying them

Takagi: All the first borns, right?
Jenkins: Don’t patronize the archangel.
Azrael: . . .
Jenkins: First borns. Egypt. . . . Anything?
Azrael: God makes strange deals sometimes.

“Here, let’s have a little hairbraiding circle.”—Jenkins, to Sakura, about headbands. While people fought Cthulhu around them.

Azrael: Your existence is an abomination Mr. Cuse.
Cuse: Thank you.

Azrael: (about the ashes of Dracula): Slender wants you to destroy them.
Jenkins: Yes I was planning to—
Azrael: Scatter them into the wind.
Jenkins: Ok, I will, I—
Azrael: In sunlight.
Jenkins: When I figure out who—
Azrael: With fire.
Jenkins: had them—
Azrael: And burning.
Jenkins: I want them destroyed too!
Azrael: Wait, are you a werewolf?

“Are you. A furry?”—Azrael to Sakura, after finding out she was a catgirl anime character in cyberspace

Eddie: It’s Sir Lancelot and the 40 peasants method of defeating Cthulhu.
Andy: And boy, are the peasants going down.

“No no no no no. Undead Cthulhu? WORSE!”—Azrael

“Yay god! Oh god I’m a lantean and a vampire and I’m saying—yay god!”—Tom Baker

“Drugs will save us all!
Drugs will save us all!
Drugs will save us all!”—Tom Baker

“Omigod! There’s one left. Omigod!! Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh. . . !”—Noah, psychlimed to be afraid of tentacles.

“Cancel ze nukes! Cancel ze nukes!”—Henrietta Ducard
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“Go. Scare Cuse.”—Azrael, to the zombie tentacle

Natasha: Do you have a human soul?
Bond: No, but if I have sex with you, I can get a new one.
Natasha (dragging Bond away): Alright, let’s go. Let’s get Peach in on this!
Azrael (calling after them): Bring him back to me when you’re done!

“I really don’t love him anymore.”—Tom Baker, upon seeing Bond having a threesome

Azrael: (knock knock)
Alanna: Yes?
Azrael: Can I come in?
Alanna (to the people in the room): Can the Dark Angel of Death come in?

“Uh. . . I could do with a quick run to Atlantis.”—Cuse

“Big Sword vs. Big SWORD”—Peter

Azrael: I am an archangel. Judging is what I do.
Cuse: I thought smiting was what you did.
Azrael: Eh. Smiting is a form of judging.

“Oh, I wouldn’t destroy you all. . . probably.”—Azrael

“If Alanna Grant became an archangel, I’d be the archangel of hippie.”—Alanna Grant

Leone:Basic Idea, I want to call in the air strike from hell.” Slender(Van Helsing): Uhh. . . you don’t really want to be saying that.

“You get your own personal tagalong Jesus!”—Eddie, to Marketa

“I don’t want any of your junkie souls—they look like they came from QVC”—Lucy Prima to Harold Seward about Golden souls.

9 Thanks

- All of our helpful ghosts. Without you, we would not have had enough tentacles. Tentacles!
- Ariel Segall who made food for most nights of game and some neat physreps.
- Courtney Shiley for planning a post-game party (coinciding with her SuperBowl party).
- Peter Litwack, our game Mommy, who helped everyone including the GMs.

10 Photos

Photos from the game can be found at: http://sunnuva.mit.edu/gallery2 under 2008, Weird Public Photos. You’ll need to login
with user/pass: weird or create yourself an account!
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